Improving Lives Through Fair Trade Coffee

Fair Trade coffee helps provide a just and equitable trade environment between growers and consumers. For growers like Rogelia Figueroa Gabera, one of 8,500 members of the Association of Agrarian Cooperatives of Cuzco (COCLA) in Peru, Fair Trade coffee not only helps her family improve their quality of life, it also provides an incentive to improve the quality of the coffee they grow.

“We all want to improve the quality of our coffee, which we never used to do because we lacked the economic means or coffee prices were low or because we did not have a good market for our coffee. Now we have buyers who will give us a better price, and now we have an incentive to keep improving the quality of our coffee,” she said.

Up to 90% of COCLA’s export volume is certified organic, sustainable, or Fair Trade. A challenge came with rising coffee prices; COCLA needed greater access to credit in order to purchase coffee from cooperative members like Gabera who benefit from their involvement in the Fair Trade coffee industry. RSF came together with EcoLogic and Calvert Foundation to provide the additional financing needed to help ensure this socially-beneficial trade partnership.

The loan helped COCLA purchase coffee beans from its members in order to sell to buyers. The line of credit also helps COCLA access Fair Trade markets which allows them to provide an extensive array of services to its members including: an agricultural diversification project; workshops and seminars to address such topics as pest control, organic certification, ecology and conservation; and a microcredit program specifically earmarked for lending to women.

“The loan we made to COCLA is symbolic of what we like to see happening in the Fair Trade coffee industry—social finance lenders coming together to meet the credit needs of coffee producers,” says Esther Park, RSF Senior Program Finance Officer.

Inspired by the work of Rudolf Steiner
RSF Helps Establish Child Care Facility

Thanks to financial support from RSF's investors, parents in Peterborough, New Hampshire are finding a new source for loving and reliable childcare.

With a line of credit from RSF, the Pine Hill Waldorf School is establishing the Pine Hill Child Care Center on the campus of a local public high school. Not only will this new center acquaint families from all walks of life to Waldorf ideals and practices, it is also designed to provide a vocational training program in child development for high school students.

“What is unusual about the center, aside from the fact that it is the first Waldorf-inspired child care center of its kind in the country, is that in addition to serving children of working families, it is serving as a learning lab for high school students who are studying to be early childhood educators in the school district's vocational center,” says Deb Abrahams-Dematte, Director of Outreach and Enrollment for Pine Hill Waldorf School.

“To serve the greater community's youngest children by bringing to their daily care the nurturing elements of a Waldorf early childhood education is the paramount aspect of this project,” says Lois Horan, the new center's director. “It is with heartfelt gratitude that we acknowledge that RSF's funding for the Pine Hill Child Care Center truly made it possible.”

Both RSF and Pine Hill are excited to be working together again on the school’s continued growth through the child care center. It is a chance to deepen a relationship that has existed for two decades. “Pine Hill Waldorf School was RSF's first borrowing client. RSF might not be the organization it is today if we had not worked together on a loan with them in 1984,” says Mark A. Finser, President and CEO of RSF. “That loan, made possible by the members of the school community who invested with RSF, helped rebuild the school after a devastating fire.”

For more information about the Pine Hill Child Care Center, please call 603.924.6620 or email pinehillccc@aol.com.
Sustainable Agriculture Gets a Bigger Piece of the Pie

When the property adjacent to Pie Ranch located in San Mateo County, California became available for sale, the Pie Ranch team acted quickly asking RSF to serve as their fiscal sponsor and forming the Green Oaks Agricultural Trust to purchase the parcel.

For Pie Ranch co-directors Jered Lawson and Nancy Vail, acquiring this property furthers their mission to inspire urban youth to appreciate fresh foods and the farmlands where these are grown.

The Trust will hold the land in perpetuity as a working farm and a non-profit center. Its purpose is for the education and practice of sustainable farming, community food security, and land conservation. The Pie Ranch team overseen by the Trust will provide educational programming and stewardship of the property.

It will also help engage communities in building healthier local food systems, demonstrate economically viable agriculture and catalyze community-based models for conserving agricultural lands in the region.

“The benefits to the public will be an increase in the number of urban and rural residents who intimately know and take part in the history of the food they eat, and claim a share in the responsibility of rural land stewardship through sustainable agriculture,” says Jered Lawson.

“We approached RSF to be the fiscal-sponsor of the Trust because RSF is an established and well-respected organization with a like vision in the realm of agricultural and cultural movements,” says Jered. “RSF provides credibility and anchorage to our young and emerging programs and organization.”

For more information about Pie Ranch and to help with purchase of the land, please visit www.pieranch.org or call 650.879.0971.

Pie Ranch works to inspire urban youth to appreciate fresh foods and the farmlands where these are grown.
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Are your investments driving toward a better world?
Or are they working in reverse?

Fair trade. Renewable energy. Organic farming. Organizations that hold the most hope for building a more sustainable world have the least access to funds for survival and growth. You can help move them forward by investing with RSF.

Help us provide urgently needed funding for solutions to our planet’s most pressing problems. And see the immediate impact of your investment. Coffee farmers earn a living wage. Clean technology powers our cities. Organic farmers get their food to market.

Earn a financial return and help heal the world.
1-888-RSF-3737
RSFSocialFinance.org

This is not an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy investments are offered solely through the Disclosure Statement for the RSF Community Investment Fund. No investment may occur from a state in which an offer solicitation or sale is not authorized.